Life Full of Life with Rajeev Rajapakse
The video opens with the text ‘For a Life Full of Life with Rajeev Rajapakse’ appearing on the screen with
an animated Swallow bird flying across the screen with a music track cued in.
Music track descends and plays in the background.
Rajeev’s name and designation appear on screen with animated particles moving in the background.
Rajeev speaking on screen: “I am an optician by profession and I run my family optical business which is
Eric Rajapakse Opticians and we have three outlets in Colombo.”
Rajeev speaking on screen: “So, whole day I am visiting the branches and spending time there.”
An animated Swallow bird flies in the screen background parallelly.
Rajeev speaking on screen: “And after work, I also coach tennis where I also coach a lot of upcoming
tennis players to excel in their sport.”
Music track ascends.
An animated visual of a football appears on screen with the text ‘What are the passions and hobbies
that keep you thriving?’.
Music track descends and plays in the background.
Rajeev speaking on screen: “So, I am a very sports-oriented person. I love all sports and I love taking part
in all sports.”
Rajeev speaking in the background: “I was a professional tennis player and now I play Golf, I play
Basketball, I run, I play Ultimate Frisbee.”
On the screen, there are visuals of a clock at a golf course in hyperlapse. Cut to visuals of Rajeev gearing
up in golfing gear. Cut to visuals of Rajeev walking on the golf course.
Rajeev speaking in the background and eventually appearing on screen: “Whenever I get free time, I like
to either spend it outdoors doing sports and my other passion is—I love wildlife. So, if ever I get a
weekend off, I try to spend it in the jungle.”
On the screen, there are visuals of Rajeev playing golf. Cut to visuals of Rajeev putting the ball in the
hole. Cut to visuals of Rajeev walking in slow motion.
Music track ascends.
An animated visual of an oyster appears on screen with the text ‘What is it like to be a part of HSBC
Premier Lifestyle Events?’.
Music track descends and plays in the background.
Rajeev speaking on screen eventually speaking in background: “The HSBC Annual Golf Tournament is a
tournament that every golfer really looks forward to because they always try to have it out of Colombo;
sometimes it’s in Hambantota, sometimes it’s in Kandy, sometimes it’s in Nuwara Eliya. ”
On screen, visuals of a previous golfing event appear. Cut to visuals of people at the Registration
Counter. Cut to visuals of people interacting at an event. Cut to visuals of a person practicing a golfing
stroke. Cut to visuals of an HSBC Event entrance arch. Cut to visuals of a name board of a golf club.
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Rajeev speaking in background eventually appearing on screen: “And for a golfer, it’s a weekend full of
fun, and HSBC organises a lot of events and overall, it’s an amazing golfing experience.”
On screen visuals of a golf players playing at multiple events. Cut to visuals of Rajeev appearing on
screen.
Music track ascends.
An animated visual of a passport appears on screen with the text ‘How was your experience at the WGC
– HSBC Champions in China?’.
Music track descends and plays in the background.
Rajeev speaking on screen eventually speaking in background: “I won the HSBC Golf Tournament held in
Nuwara Eliya and my prize was a trip to Shanghai, China to watch the WGC Golf Tournament.”
Visuals of Rajeev speaking on screen.
Rajeev speaking in background: “And I was very excited because it was actually my first time to China
and the hotel was situated right in the centre of Shanghai where I got to experience a lot of events, and
the culture, and the golf itself was phenomenal.”
On screen photograph slates of of WGC – HSBC Champions event.
Rajeev speaking in the background eventually appearing on screen: “It was a four-day golf tournament
where I saw some of the top players playing, I learnt so much watching that.”
Rajeev speaking on screen eventually speaking in background: “And my favourite golfer, who is Rory
McIlroy, won that tournament. So, it was a great experience for me.”
On screen visuals of Rajeev. Cut to photograph slate of Rory McIlroy’s winning moment at WGC – HSBC
Champions. Cut to visuals of Rajeev on screen.
Music track ascends.
On screen a text frame appears with text ‘Some experiences are just more rewarding together’ with
animated particles in the background. An animated Swallow bird flies across the screen.
On screen text frame changes to a new frame with text ‘HSBC Premier Rewards for a Full Life’ with
visuals of an animated VIP barricade.
On screen text frame changes to a new frame with text ‘Living the Full Life – Lifestyle Series with HSBC
Premier – Upcoming Online Webinars’ with animated particles in the background.
On screen text frame changes to a new frame with text and image details of the first two webinars with
sports personalities with animated particles in the background.
On screen text frame changes to a new frame with text and image details of the last two webinars with
sport personalities with animated particles in the background.
On screen text frame changes to a new frame with text ‘HSBC Premier Golf Tournament’ with date and
location details with animated particles in the background.
Screen visual transitions to a text frame with ‘For more information, log on to www.hsbcpremier.lk’
appearing on screen.
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Music descends and fades out.
HSBC Premier official music cues in. Screen visual transitions to the HSBC Premier animated logo
formation, bringing the video to a close.
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